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From the Front
Bruce Newton, Commodore
The Spring Series is underway with the usual light winds, rain, and strong currents. Several evenings have
also featured an East wind which makes bucking the current on upwind legs and even starting a challenge.
The Fleets have done a great job running races thus far.
Registering for Racing and “the doghouse”
I want to take a minute to review the topic of eligibility for racing. After all boats for an event have
registered and the event gets underway, the Race Captain must check that each boat is eligible for racing.
There are three things to check:
•

Registrants must either be members of SYSCO or pay the non-member registration fee

•

All registrants must be members of OCSA (there is no longer a $10 single-event OCSA fee)

•

If racing in a handicapped class, the boat must have a current Rating Certificate from PHRF-NW

These requirements are in the Notices of Race and the General Sailing Instructions (also known as the
local rules). Everyone should review these each year because there are often changes. The NORs are at
http://sailpdx.org/notice-board/ (click on Details) and the local rules are at http://sailpdx.org/wpcontent/uploads/2017/01/2017SailingInstructions.pdf
Checking eligibility is quite a big job and we get some help from OCSA. There are always complications
such as a Rating Certificate in process or multiple partners in a boat using different names for
memberships and event registration. Next, it used to take a lot of nagging to get skippers to correct any
deficiencies. Last year we borrowed an idea from CYC and created “the doghouse.” The doghouse is a
temporary class that boats are moved to until their eligibility is resolved. If your boat disappears from your
Class on the sail.pdx results page, scroll down the page to look for the “Eligibility Pending” class and see if
your boat is there. If it is, you can continue racing, your boat will still be scored, and your results will be
captured and saved. But your results will not be posted until the eligibility problem is resolved. If you are in
the doghouse, contact Michael Morrissey, SYSCO Race Captain, to discuss your situation.
We often get questions as to why racers need to join OCSA. OCSA (the Oregon Corinthian Sailing
Association) is an umbrella organization that supports all the clubs that race on the Columbia. They
coordinate the racing calendar; publish the Racebook that includes the Notices of Race, the calendar, and
the local rules; maintain the sailpdx.org website; provide the Protest Committee used by all clubs; obtain
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Coast Guard permits; organize and subsidize training events such as the recent Dave Perry seminar; and
organize the annual awards party. Annual dues are $20 and you can renew/join at sailpdx.org.
At SYSCO our goal is to make racing easy and fun. We do our best to minimize the administrative end of
racing. Please let me know if you have ideas for how we could do it better.

Quick Thinking and a Knife Save Pancho
After the racing on Thursday, April 27, Jerry Armstrong, a member of the Racing Support Committee and
frequent Pancho driver, and Jack Coulter set out to retrieve the marks. Jerry’s account of what happened
follows:
Jack Coulter and I headed to the windward mark to pull the buoy. Jack was helm. I asked if
he had ever used the anchor-yanker and he said he hadn’t. So, in my desire to be helpful, I
said I'd show him how it worked. Jack came up to the buoy perfectly and I pulled the mark
onto the boat and cleated the rode to the starboard side cleat. Then I snapped the yanker clip
on the rode and tossed the yanker buoy over the side. Just then the motor died. We started
drifting and the boat spun around so that the stern was facing upriver. With Jack at the helm
and me toward the back, our weight plus the current and the anchor wrapped on the prop
caused the transom to get pulled down and we started taking water over the transom. Jack
quickly moved to the bow to counterbalance the boat and the water stopped coming over the
transom. I stood there watching the water lapping against the transom, trying to decide if my
weight leaning over the transom to untangle the prop would cause us to swamp. That is
when I decided to cut the line. I had my rain pants on so fishing my knife out of my pants
pocket took longer than usual. I leaned over and cut the line. The transom raised up enough
that I felt comfortable leaning out to unwrap the rode and did so. We lowered the motor and
Jack hit the starter. The motor started. Jack put it in gear. Then it died. Tried it again and it
died again. Crap. We raised the motor again and saw that the line still attached to the mark
had rewrapped on the prop. I leaned over and unwrapped the line and pulled the loose line
aboard. We dropped the motor, started up, and went to get the other marks.
Thanks, Jerry and Jack, for your quick thinking. When pulling marks it is important to keep a lot of tension
on the rode as you take it aboard and as the mark boat moves upriver. Pulling the anchor line from a
position near the front of the boat also helps keep the rode away from the propeller. If using the anchoryanker, it is especially important to keep Pancho to the side of where the current is taking the rode. I think
we will tie a knife to Pancho in the stern area but operators having their own knife would be a good idea.
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US Sailing Announces Android version of RRS
US Sailing recently announced the publication of the Android version of the up-to-date Racing Rules of
Sailing, with US prescriptions, including Dave Perry annotations. (The Apple version was released a few
months ago.) The electronic version is free if you are a US Sailing member. You can find the Android
version in the Google Play Store by searching for US Sailing Bookstore. Download and install the app, and
then log in with your US Sailing member number and password to get access to the free version of the
Racing Rules, which you will download to your device. The app and rules document reside on your phone
and do not require an internet connection. The additional content from Dave Perry’s “Understanding the
Racing Rules through 2020,” however, does require an Internet connection.

Cal 20 finish on April 27th SYSCO Spring Evening Series race. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
Race Committee Guidance Now on the Web
Ever wonder what goes into running a SYSCO race? Want to better understand things like the time limit?
The Fleet Captain’s Guide for SYSCO Racing is now available on the SYSCO website. For the last several
years SYSCO has been refining the guidance document that we use for our approach to all-volunteer Race
Committees. The document started with materials that Rich Jones put together. It has been expanded
based on experience and recent protests. To find the guide, go to the SYSCO website and look under the
Resources tab. Or click here.
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From the Rear
Nat Powning, Rear Commodore
In February, I took advantage of a first-time local opportunity to attend the two-day Safety-At-Sea Seminar
put on by an incredible non-profit based in the northwest known as The Sailing Foundation. Whether you’re
taking it to satisfy race requirements, better prepare yourself for offshore cruising or just to learn and be
entertained I highly recommend these for anyone that spends time on sailboats. Most of it is oriented
towards serious ocean sailing but a great deal of the information is good to have in your head for trips as
seemingly benign as a short day-sail. In fact, the very first of several serious incidents covered in an eyeopening module occurred on a 420 dinghy. This one resulted in the drowning of a young crew member
when her trapeze harness became entangled in the boats rigging trapping her underwater after a capsize.
Eight incidents were discussed including how authorities carefully analyzed them afterwards in an effort to
prevent others from encountering the same experience.
Looking at real world examples of exactly what we’re aiming to prevent was an effective way to get
everyone’s attention and kick off the event. Bob Schoonmaker and Bruce Brown did a fantastic job of
making sometimes less than exciting topics fun and interesting. After the incident analysis our first day was
filled with great summaries on handling crew overboard, medical emergencies, rig failures & jury rigging,
assisting other boats, offshore communications, various safety gear options, when & how to abandon ship,
weather forecasting and heavy weather sails.
Day two was broken up into smaller sessions with the attendees divided into five groups. We followed a
schedule moving to a different room each hour
with more intimate hands-on classes getting
further into topics that were introduced on day
one. These included weather planning, heaver
weather sailing & general sail management,
using the lifesling, medical emergencies and
liferaft training in the pool. The pool training
was really fun and interesting with everyone
donning their own full foul-weather gear before
jumping in, practicing various group techniques
for staying warm, and getting into liferafts.
During our lunch break we went to the parking Vancouver Fire Department's firebox demonstration. Photo
courtesy of Nat Powning.
lot where Vancouver Fire had a firebox with
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bubbling propane set on fire. Here, a few of the participants practiced “the sweep” repeatedly extinguishing
flames with extinguishers. For me this really drove it home how big of a mess a dry extinguisher makes.
Bob and Bruce also demonstrated various pyro-technic devices used for attracting assistance including
firing a few real flying flares into the sky! Very enlightening to see how much brighter and longer-lasting the
SOLAS flares are vs. those that only meet the USCG minimum requirements.

Hazard extinguished. Photo courtesy of Nat Powning.

Considering what we do I’m somewhat amazed at how safe this sport really is when you look at the
numbers, knock on wood. The USCG reported 626 deaths on recreational boats in 2015 and only 10 of
those involved sailing vessels. The turnout at this seminar and the content they delivered is a real
testament to why this is.
Whether you attended or not please thank Kathy Kershner the next time you see her for making this
seminar happen. I think it’s fair to say she single-handedly boot-strapped the idea and then followed
through to make it happen with the help of several others. I’m very hopeful we’ll be seeing it take place in
the Portland area on a bi-annual basis. There certainly seems to be a demand.
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How to Name a Boat (PANCHO not Poncho)
Bill Sanborn, SYSCO Historian
For Thirty Three years SYSCO sailors have seen a boat running around full of marks, or tied on the back of
the Race Committee boat, and a lot of you have had the opportunity to be the operator, or ride in it to set or
retrieve race marks, take photos from her or receive help as a crash boat.
She is referred to simply as “PANCHO” by everyone in the sailing community, and in fact the current issue
is the third one so hence the name “PANCHO III” on the rear quarter. In 1984 while I was Vice Commodore
it was decided by the members that using our slow moving sailboats to haul, set and retrieve marks was
asking a little much of the Race Committee volunteer skippers, and that we needed a faster “work boat” to
do those jobs. We found a serviceable 18 foot Smoker-Craft Jon boat with a 40 HP Johnson engine, a
steering console with a motorcycle seat, and came on a trailer. We decided that SYSCO could afford the
package and purchased it. A few years later the original boat was replaced with a new Jon boat, and a 40

Pancho resting during the April 27th SYSCO Spring Evening Series race. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
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HP Suzuki. The present Boston Whaler was a find that came with a 90 HP engine that we sold along with
the newer Jon boat and we installed our 40 HP Suzuki for a straight across deal. Last year we upgraded to
a new 4 cycle 40 HP engine and several other upgrades to the seat were made.
There have been many maritime stories about the ceremony to name a boat or to rename a boat, but
before any of this can be done you need to find the name to put on the boat. Looking at the roster we see
boats named for songs, heavenly bodies, attitudes, any combination of the words sea, wind, beverages,
wives or girlfriends, fish, and “aqua” anything.
So how was the name decided for the SYSCO boat? We were cleaning it up and washing out the fish
residue from the former owner’s activities and the conversation turned to: “What are we going to name this
vessel?” We were all children of the 1940’s and grew up listening to radio shows, and watching the B
western movies with stars like Gene Autry and his sidekick Pat Battrum, Roy Roger’s sidekick was Jingles,
Lone Ranger was supported by Tonto, and Hopalong Cassidy’s sidekick was Gabby Hayes. But the
clincher was the O. Henry character who became TV’s the Cisco Kid who rode with his sidekick Pancho,
and their always famous closing “O Pancho!” “Ooohh Ceeesco!” as they rode off. The names were too
similar to pass that up, and so we all agreed that the boat should be known as SYSCO’s PANCHO. I had
the fellow who painted the signs on truck doors for me to put the name PANCHO on the boat.

SYSCO Spring Evening Race Series on April 27. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
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Surprise: Another Rules Quiz!!
Randy Poff
Two boats, S and P, were sailing directly downwind towards a leeward mark to be left to port. They had
been overlapped for several lengths with S inside and slightly ahead.
As S entered the zone, she luffed. As her bow came abreast of the mark she bore away to gybe, and there
was contact, but no damage or injury.

S protested P under rule 10 while P protested S under rule 18.
The protest committee disqualified P for breaking rule 10. P appealed, asserting that she had given S
mark-room and that S had broken rule 18.4.
You are hearing P’s appeal; how would you decide this?
(answer on page 14)
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Upcoming Notices and Dates to Remember
Open to ALL – OWSA Shares with the Sailing Community
May 15 Racing Tactics 6:30pm
Location: North Sails Oregon, 7304 NE MLK Jr Blvd
Refine your racing skills with this look at winning strategies and tactics for Columbia River sailors.
Caleb Borchers, America’s Cup veteran who grew up sailing on the Columbia, will share his
insights. Admission is free, but you need to register by May 9 to attend. To register, sinply send
your name to: racing@owsa.net.
Cruise Schedule:
Memorial Day Weekend, join us for a Raft Up at Martin Island Pond.
Also, July 29th is the Annual Delta Cruise meeting at Martin Island and then cruising down River.

SYSCO Spring Evening Series
April 18 – May 25
(Tues & Thurs)
CYC Oregon Offshore

ISC Beer Can Race

May 11 – 14

May 19

RVYC Swiftsure

CYC Beer Can Race

May 27 – 29

June 2

RCYC Medium
Distance Race
May 20
PYC Rose Festival
Regatta
June 3

SYSCO Summer Evening Series
May 30 – June 29
(Tues & Thurs)
OWSA Race Clinic
(Mondays)

PYC Mauni Elliot
(Wednesdays)

June 5 – 19

June 7 – 28

SYSCO PCF Beer Can
Race

SYSCO & CC
Dual Bridge Duel

June 16

June 17
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Sailing in Portland Meetup Group
Matteo Luccio
SYSCO is always looking for ways to grow the sport of sailing. I recently met with Matteo Luccio, one of the
organizers of a “Meetup” group called Sailing in Portland. Matteo graciously offered to write an article describing
the group and how SYSCO members might participate. Mateo’s article follows below.
– Bruce Newton, SYSCO Commodore
Would you like to have access to a large pool of potential crew members, for casual sailing, cruises, or
racing? If you would, you should consider joining the Sailing in Portland Meetup Group
(www.meetup.com/Sailing-in-Portland), which was founded about seven years ago and has about 1,200
members. The group promotes sailing opportunities, sailing education, sharing of information, and
socializing among sailors and aspiring sailors in the Portland area. To promote sailing opportunities, the
group makes it easy for sailors with and without boats to share sailing. The group also periodically offers
an introductory sailing class, consisting of three in-class sessions followed by one opportunity to go out on
the water.
To join the group, you first need to join Meetup, which is free and takes just a few minutes, then apply to
join the group, which is also free. It may take up to a few days for the group’s organizer to approve your
application. Two key requirements are that you use your real name and that you post a close-up photo of
yourself alone in which you are easily recognizable.
Only a very small number of the members of the group own boats and take people sailing. Therefore, an
influx of new members who own boats and enjoy taking strangers sailing would be great! You could do so
in a very informal way, by announcing events via the group. For example, from early spring through late
fall, I go sailing once or twice a week for a few hours in the evening, plus make a few multi-day trips, such
as to Astoria. You could also use the group to recruit crew for races. If you did that, however, you would be
well advised to state very clearly what level of experience you require, because group members range in
experience from none at all to very extensive and, of course, not all sailors are racers.
Bruce Newton, your Commodore, will give a talk about SYSCO and the Portland sailing community to
group members at my house on Sunday, June 4. If you join the group between now and then, you will see
an announcement with the details. Attending this event would be an opportunity to meet some group
members and discuss ways to collaborate to expand sailing opportunities in Portland.
For more information, contact Matteo Luccio, at sailing@palebluedotllc.com or 541-543-0525.
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A New SYSCO Fleet is Born: Novice Division
Tod Bassham (with input from many SYSCO Board members and sailors)
In keeping with SYSCO’s reputation as a cutting-edge, innovative force in our little corner of the sailing
world, your SYSCO Racing Committee announces a new experiment designed to (1) make your crew
happy, (2) get boats out on the water more, and (3) train up the next generation of racers.
We call it the Novice Division. The problem it addresses is this: your SYSCO membership buys you entry
into only one night of the SYSCO weeknight series, so all SYSCO fleet boats race either Tuesday or
Thursday nights. Most boats operate on the Single Strong Sociopath (SSS) principle: a skipper/owner/helm
runs the boat, clinging to the Stick of Power, and the crew brings the beer and is along for the ride. Simple,
traditional, boring. But many boats have two owners, who are friends or relatives or a married couple, or
are single-owner boats that are blessed with long-time crew with experience, but who under the traditional
SSS system do not have the opportunity to gain stick-time and leadership skills. In these boats, the coowner/spouse/friend/crew seldom gets a chance to spread their wings. And because SYSCO offers only
one night of racing per boat and per membership, such opportunities are limited.
A hypothetical example: a Tuesday one-design boat is co-owned by a father and a son/daughter. Dad is
talented on the stick, and naturally helms all the super-competitive Tuesday night races. Unfortunately, this
means that the son/daughter has little opportunity to develop their own racing and leadership skills. Sad!
Ah, but what if this boat could race on Thursdays as well, with a different helm and crew? Result: double
racing, double fun, double-plus good. Happy crew, next generation of racers gets experience, more boats
on the water, etc. Everybody wins.
So, starting with the SYSCO Summer Series, here is how this experiment would work. Any boat that races
in a Tuesday or Thursday night fleet can also race in the other weeknight race, in the Novice Division,
subject to class rules intended to accomplish the purposes of providing training for new racers, and
minimizing adverse impacts on SYSCO, race committees, and existing fleets.
The proposed class rules for the Novice Division are as follows:
1. The Novice Division skipper cannot be the same skipper who registered the boat for its original race
night, or the helmsperson on the boat’s original race night. Note: the skipper/helmsperson on the
original night can crew for the Novice Division skipper, and offer training, tactical advice, etc.
2. The Novice Division skipper must register the boat in the Novice Division for the weeknight race in
question, on sailpdx.org. E.g. if the boat usually races Tuesday night, the skipper would register the
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boat for the Thursday evening Novice Division, and vice versa.
3. The Novice Division skipper must be an OCSA member.
4. The Novice Division skipper must be a full SYSCO Member. Otherwise, the Novice Division skipper
must pay a $40 fee for non-members, per race series, when registering.
5. All ISAF Racing Rules and OCSA rules apply to the Novice Division.
6. Starts and Courses: the Race Committee will determine the start number and course for the Novice
Division, but typically the Novice Division will be started in the last start of the initial set of races,
e.g., the sixth start, and if placed in a combined start with an existing fleet, will sail the same course
as the existing fleet.
7. Novice Division boats will be scored level, but no trophies will be awarded even if three or more
boats register for the Novice Division on a given weeknight. This modifies OCSA General Sailing
Instruction 19.
8. A maximum of six boats per night will be allowed to race in the Novice Division.
9. Participation in the Novice Division does not alter the volunteer obligations of SYSCO Members and
Associate Members, especially the obligation to participate in Race Committee. Even if a member
races both nights under these class rules, the member must ensure that the boat meets its
obligation to contribute personnel to Race Committee on some race nights during each series, or,
failing that, on SYSCO weekend races.
That’s it. So, do your co-owner/spouse/friend/crew a favor, and hand over the Stick of Power. It costs you
nothing. The smile on their face? Priceless.
Questions? Contact your friendly SYSCO Race Captain, Michael Morrissey, at
race_captain@syscosailing.org.

SYSCO Spring Evening Series racing on April 27. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
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Rules Quiz Answer

(from Question on page 8)

Randy Poff
At position 1, S reached the zone and P was required by rule 18.2(b) to give S mark-room thereafter. In
addition, until S gybed P was required by rule 10 to keep clear of S. As S luffed, she was required by rule
16.1 to give P room to keep clear, and until she gybed S was also required by rule 18.4 to sail no farther
from the mark than needed to sail her proper course. The mark-room that P was required to give S was the
space S needed in the existing conditions to sail promptly to the mark in a seamanlike way. That space
was a direct corridor from S1 to a position close to and alongside the mark on the required side. P gave S
that room. However, because S had right of way she was not required to remain within that corridor; she
was permitted to sail any course provided that she complied with rules 16.1 and 18.4.
S luffed gradually through
approximately 45 degrees while sailing
about three lengths forward, and P
made no effort to keep clear. Shortly
before position 2, S needed to act to
avoid P. At that moment P broke rule
10. When S luffed after position 1, if P
had acted promptly there was space for
her to have maneuvered in a
seamanlike way to keep clear of S.
Therefore S did not break rule 16.1.
When S gybed just after position 2, she
had not sailed farther from the mark than needed to sail her proper course. Indeed, in the absence of P
(the boat ‘referred to’ in the definition Proper Course), S’s proper course might well have been to sail even
farther from the mark and higher than she did, so as to make a smoother, faster rounding and to avoid
interference with her wind by being backwinded or blanketed by other boats ahead. Therefore S did not
break rule 18.4.
Concerning rule 14, both boats broke the rule because there was contact and it was ‘reasonably possible’
for each of them to avoid it. P is therefore disqualified under rule 14 as well as rule 10. However, S is
exonerated because she was the right-of-way boat when the contact occurred and there was no damage
or injury (see rule 14(b)). P’s appeal is dismissed. She was properly disqualified, and S did nothing for
which she could be penalized.
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CASE 75
Definitions, Proper Course
Rule 10, On Opposite Tacks
Rule 14, Avoiding Contact
Rule 16.1, Changing Course
Rule 18.2(b), Mark-Room: Giving Mark-Room
Rule 18.4, Mark-Room: Gybing
When rule 18 applies, the rules of Sections A and B apply as well. When an inside overlapped right-of-way
boat must gybe at a mark, she is entitled to sail her proper course until she gybes. A starboard-tack boat
that changes course does not break rule 16.1 if she gives a port-tack boat adequate space to keep clear
and the port-tack boat fails to take advantage of it promptly.
Lifted from The Case Book for 2017 – 2020
Interpretations of the Racing Rules
...and much thanks to the Merit 25 Fleet Captain, Tomás Morrissey
USA 1976/195

J/24 Deadbeat crossing the finish line on April 27. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
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Racing Report
Michael Morrissey, Vice Commodore/Race Captain
It’s good to get back into racing form even though it has often felt more like January than April for some of
the Tuesday night races. Thursday racing has had better luck and a memorable one where the wind went
from 0 to 20 mph before the start. Overall, it’s been a typical Oregon Spring Racing series with wind
speeds and directions all over the place. The only consistent factor has been the 3-4 knot current which
has, at times, wreaked havoc with mark roundings, judging the starting line and mark setting and removal.
Race Committees have done a great job in trying conditions and hopefully the wind will begin the settle
down to our normal westerly flow once the warm weather arrives. A big thanks goes out to Jerry Armstrong
who has been the captain on Pancho for several of the races and has even saved our mark boat from
disaster with quick action and use his knife (see story in From the Front section in this newsletter). After
May 19, Jerry will be spending the remainder of the summer sailing and anchoring in the Puget Sound
area.

A typical Tuesday race for the SYSCO Spring Evening Series so far this year...

… contrasted to a typical Thursday race in the SYSCO Spring Evening Series thus far.
The fleet roster are filling out and on Tuesday we have 39 boats divided into 5 pennants with 3 J-105s and
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2 Melges-24s in pennant 1, 12 boats in PHRF A and Level C in pennant 2, 4 Martin 24s in pennant 3, 10
Merit 25s in pennant 4 and 8 PHRF boats in pennant 5. Thursday night is loaded with 55 boats and they
are divided into 5 pennants as well with 8 J-24s in pennant 1, 15 Cal-20s in pennant 2, 7 Catalina 22s and
2 Venture 21s in pennant 3, 10 Ranger 20s in pennant 4 and 13 in the Cruising Class fleet which is divided
into 3 divisions. I would expect more boats coming out for the Summer Series and the better weather.
There are also initial discussions on how to get more new skippers involved in racing in the TuesdayThursday series.
The main issues at the beginning of the season have been with registration, as all boats have to be OCSA
members to be counted in the series. Boats should be SYSCO members as well but do have the option of
just signing up for a series and paying a non-SYSCO member fee. It takes a while to get all this paperwork
straightened out and missed registration (and having your boat temporarily identified as eligibility pending)
is usual just forgetting about paying for OCSA membership.
So here’s to the fleets and their captains on doing a great job so far on Race Committees and bringing in
the 2017 season. Remember, if help is needed, contact your designated PRO - Dennis Damore for
Tuesday night and Randy Poff for Thursday night.

Ranger 20 start in the SYSCO Spring Evening Series on April 27. Photo courtesy of Free Bowl of Soup.
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May 2017 SYSCO Board Minutes
Don Woodhouse, Co-Secretary
Members present: Jan Burkhart , Gary Bruner , Nat
Pounding , Scott Stevenson , Michael Morrissey,

Racing Report

Warren Dalby , Mike Daley , Dennis Damore, Bill

Michael Morrissey reported that racing in the Spring

Sanborn , Don Woodhouse, Naomi Reichman.

Series is going well. There are 39 boats racing on

Meeting was called to order at roughly 7:00 pm and
first to report was Jan Burkhart.

Tuesdays and 55 boats racing on Thursdays. He
noted that Pancho wrapped a mark anchor line and
Jerry Armstrong was quick with the knife to cut the
line to save the boat but lost the ground tackle. More

Membership Report

about that is planned to be published.

Jan reported 15 recent renewals and eight new
members. The new members are:

Newsletter/Social Media

Chris and Megan Dudley – Catalina 22 “Dandelion ”

On the topic of newsletter/social media it was noted

Randall and Debra Christensen – Ranger 20

that pictures of Thurs. Night racers and committee

“Pumpkin Seed”

had been posted on the SYSCO Facebook page.

David Weathers – 1978 Pearson “Knuckle Buster
Don and Cindy Hammond – Cal 20 “Yacht Knot”

Social Chair Report

Jared and Cassandra Pero – Merit 25 “Dragonfly”

In discussing social activities within SYSCO, it was

Dale and Deborah Strohecker - J24 “ Zigzag Zag”

discussed that SYSCO might think about financially

Barry Rumsey -C&C 35 “Jubilee”

subsidizing some fleet social activities in the future.

Pete and Roseanne Thompson -Cal 20 “Scooter”

Bruce and Naomi will survey the Fleet Captains on

The new members were voted in unanimously!
Welcome. New members will receive a burgee and a
welcome letter with a few tidbits about the club
organization and history. We now stand at 113 regular
members and 13 associate members.

this topic. Bill Sanborn mentioned the Memorial Day
Meetup and will prepare and announcement for the
newsletter. Also it was noted that OWSA will be
hosting, along with North Sails, a talk about the
Americas Cup Experience

Treasurer's Report
Scott Stevenson gave the treasurer’s report. The
bottom line was $6,077 in checking and $3,686 in the
reserve account.
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